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1-28-14 BHL- Left Steve a message on one of the numbers he gave us on the application, and sent an email as well 
regarding the May 15th site visit.  
 
2-6-14 BHL- Sent out questionnaire to proponents asking about their operations. 
 
3-7-14 BBP - Got a call from Marilyn Showalter who had a number of questions regarding the proposal.  I described 
permit requirements, SEPA, public comment opportunities of SEPA and the Corps Permit.  She requested the name 
of the proponent and I said I would forward that to her.  She would follow up as needed in the future.  Ms.  
Showalter is an upland homeowner and described herself as someone who is not supportive of the farm.  We had a 
good conversation and I asked her to call me at any time to discuss the proposal and get updates on status. 
 
4-23-14 BBP – Followed up with Susan Stubs who called about three weeks ago opposed to the aquaculture site at 
shine if it is located in front of her house.  Blain and I spoke with her at that time and agreed to meet her at the site to 
discuss communications she had with DNR in 2008?   She claims DNR agreed not to locate the farm in front of her 
property at that time.  My follow up was to inquire about the status of scheduling our visit.  I hadn’t heard from her 
after she said her husband was finding the 2008? Correspondence from DNR.  Today she said she’d call back to 
arrange a meeting once they had found the correspondence. Susan Stubs 425-941-8786. 
 
5-5-14 BHL- Email sent to confirm the May 16th Site Visit. 
 
5-6-14 BHL- Spoke to Rebecca on the phone today, and we were able to discuss the Corp permit and they have not 
applied yet. She will get back to me about the site visit before the 13th or I need to call her that day to see if they will 
be able to make it. She has concerns about whether or not they are even going to go through with the lease at this 
time.  
 
5-12-14 BHL – Tried calling Rebecca this morning, but her mailbox was full and I could not leave a message. We 
received an email from Jerry Stubbs this morning, and so I wanted to speak with Rebecca to see if she and Steve 
have had a chance to discuss their plans with the site. I sent them an email asking them to call me today.  Rebecca 
called me back in the afternoon, and she will be at the Salisbury ramp around 10 waiting for us to launch at 10:30.  
 
6-23-14 BHL- Brad conducted a site visit on 6/13/14 with Rebecca on North Navy 2. It appears that they are 
interested in this site over the Shine site since it is more conducive to Geoduck aquaculture. We had a meeting this 
morning, and Brad will be taking the lead on sending an email to Blain asking how we proceed. Once we hear back, 
Tommy will need to send out a cancelation letter for the Shine site and a new application for the North Navy 2 site. 
We also will need to send the adjacent property owners at Shine a letter letting them know that we will not be 
leasing the Shine site since it was not a good location for a Geoduck aquaculture farm.  
 
6-25-14 BHL- Rebecca called me back this morning, and they are going to send in an email requesting to get out of 
the Shine Lease. I will have Tommy work on cancelling that Lease number, send out a letter to the adjacent land 
owners, and I will send her an application for the North Navy 2 site. She requested that Brad send her the map from 
the day of the site visit when he has the time, so she can use that for the JARPA application.  
 
6-26-14 BHL- Email with map and application was sent to Rebecca this morning. I will also assign Tommy the Task 
of cancelling the Shine Lease and helping them with any questions regarding the application that they need to fill out 
and send in.  
 
6-30-14 TCD- Called Rebecca’s cell and left a message for her to call me if she needs any assistance or has any 
questions concerning the new appl. submittal. 
 
7-2-14 TCD – Sent letter (dated 6/26/14) to the adjacent property owners notifying neighbors of the site that the it 
will not be leased at this time due to lack of feasibility. 
 
7-9-14 BHL- Rebecca sent me an email requesting to change the name of the company. That should not be an issue 
with the new lease. I also copied Tommy and asked her to work out the application with him.  



8-13-14 BHL- I sent out an email today with the baseline sampling description for all leases.  
 
8-25-14 BHL- Rebecca emailed me back that she is still working on the application. I asked that she get that back 
into the office as soon as possible, so we can begin the process.  
 
9-30-14 BHL- I sent Rebecca another email asking her about their application. I also let her know that I would be 
sending out the Tribal Notification soon for the entire North Navy site.  
 
10-1-14 BHL- Certified Letter and email sent out today for Tribal Notification on this site.  
 
10-6-14 BHL- Group email to Discovery Bay and Pacific Blue, trying to get the correct parcel maps to each 
proponent after their conversation with Brad on Friday. Brad is also working with Cindi on the eelgrass question. 
 
10-20-14 BHL- Brad had an email from Rebecca last week asking us to send a letter to her in regards of the Corp 
permit. Since the Corp permit is out of our hands, Brad called Pam this morning and asked what Rebecca should do 
next. I sent an email with Pam’s contact information to Rebecca so that she can call and discuss how the Corp 
permitting process works.  
 
12-2-14 BHL- Rebecca sent an email this morning asking again how they could harvest the wild stock Geoduck on 
the lease site. I explained the options to her in the response that I sent back. It is becoming a little concerning that 
she keeps coming back to this question when we are not that far along in the process. And they do not seem to be 
moving very fast in getting things done.  
 
3-30-15 BHL- I sent an email back to Rebecca in regards to her questions. I asked her to call me so we can start 
moving this along.  
 
4-1-15 BHL- I was able to speak with Rebecca on the phone today and work through some of her questions. I resent 
the email to her from last June when I requested they send in a letter to cancel the Shine piece and apply for the 
North Navy B parcel. She said she would be working on this, and also sending me her correspondence with Pam 
form the Corp. 
 
4-27-15 BHL- Rebecca sent in an email from her correspondence with Pam at the Corp, and said she is still working 
on her application.  
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Geoduck Aquaculture Leases: 
 

1) Shine  (2007) 
DESCRIPTION: Located in front of a portion of Government Lots 1 & 2 within Section 3, 
Township 27 North, Range 1 East, Willamette Meridian 
 
 


